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Forgiveness can change us

This month, roughly every one in five humans in the 
world is celebrating the month of Ramadhan by world is celebrating the month of Ramadhan by 
fasting and cleansing their thoughts and acts. 

When the fasting month ends, Muslims celebrate Eid 
ul-Fitr (Hari Raya Aidil Fitri) by seeking forgiveness 
for their physical and emotional trespass (“maaf 

zahir batin”)   zahir batin”)   

Forgiveness is highlighted by our Muslim friends this 
season, and it is also shared by all major spiritual 
traditions.



A Day To Say Sorry

Regardless of faiths and creeds, we humans have 
the weakness to err and the need for forgiveness.the weakness to err and the need for forgiveness.

As we are prone to lose our sense and sensibilities in 
the daily routine, hassles, frustrations and anger, we 
invite you to the “Say Sorry Day” to seek 
forgiveness from and grant it to each other.

The “Say Sorry Day” is fixed on the third Sunday of 
the month of Ramadhan. This year, it will be on 
September 5th. 



Because Everyone makes mistakes and 
Our experience of  Guilt is Real

We wrong others all the time, intentionally or 
unintentionallyunintentionally

We wrong our loved ones, acquaintances and even 
strangers

So often we hold back from admitting our errors and 
saying sorry because of our pride

That however only holds us back, imprisons us in our past, 
sears our consciences, costs us integrity and often love, sears our consciences, costs us integrity and often love, 
respect and trust 

So many couples separated, families broken, friendship 
destroyed, communities divided and even nations at war 
simply because someone refuses to say sorry



So, start by Saying “Sorry”…

Owning up our errors does not undo them because 
we cannot change the pastwe cannot change the past

It can however change the present by allowing us to 
start anew and giving the wronged party an 
opportunity to let go

It will change the future – we will be reminded not 
to err again, and the wronged party can live with 
less pain and hurt if they choose to forgive.



Say sorry now

Say sorry now. Don’t wait for the next second.Say sorry now. Don’t wait for the next second.

Life is short and unpredictable. We may not have 
the chance to say it in time. They may not have the 
chance to hear it in time.

Don’t leave any room for regrets. 

Say it now to the one you have wronged: “I am Say it now to the one you have wronged: “I am 
sorry!” 

Where possible make amends and put things right.



Say it anyway you like

You can say it anyway you like

You can say it in more than one waysYou can say it in more than one ways

� Meet them and hold their hands to say it

� Call them to say it

� Write them a letter

� Send them a gift

� Send a SMS to them

� Say it on facebook

� Tweet @them I’am sorry



Forgiveness sets people free

We all feel hurt and angry when wronged.

It hurts the most when our loved ones do it.It hurts the most when our loved ones do it.

That’s perfectly normal, but let’s be still  for a 
moment. 

Have we not wronged others in our life? Are we not 
grateful when the wronged parties were 
magnanimous to forgive us?

Being forgiven then allowed us to start anew and 
become better people.



So, Forgive

Now, do the same. 

Forgive those who sincerely seek forgiveness. Forgive those who sincerely seek forgiveness. 
Holding on their faults only imprisons us in our past, 
denies the present and squanders the future.

Let go of the past. Forgiving others makes you a 
stronger and better person.

So, give those who wronged you – and more 
importantly, yourself - a second chance.



Smile and forgive now

Forgive now. Don’t wait for the next second.

Life is short and unpredictable. We may not have 
the chance to do it later. They may leave us before 
we know.

Don’t leave any room for regrets. 

A whole new world is waiting for you.A whole new world is waiting for you.

Smile and say it now: I forgive you.





Who inspires us?

A Malaysian who might not have a second chance here on earth

Yong Vui Kong, a 22-year-old young man who may soon be Yong Vui Kong, a 22-year-old young man who may soon be 
hanged in Singapore for trafficking drugs at the age of 18.

Coming from a broken family and illiterate, he wanted to 
earn more money to lift his divorced mother from poverty 
and starvation.

He did not consider the harm he did to others by trafficking 
drugs.drugs.

Finding his spiritual salvation in prison, he has since repented 
and sought the forgiveness of Singapore people. 

He wants to share his life lesson with others and help 
Singapore fight the drug barons. 



Give life a second chance

Singapore Law Minister Shanmugam has ruled out Vui
Kong’s chance for clemency before he even filed his plea. Kong’s chance for clemency before he even filed his plea. 

He may be hanged after August and not have the second 
chance to redeem his wrongs.

More important than the length of life is its value. Vui
Kong may die before execution or after clemency, as how 
nature may end our lives tomorrow.nature may end our lives tomorrow.

Vui Kong wants to contribute a better world, beginning by 
saying “I am sorry.” He may die before he can be heard.

You have a better chance as a free person. Do it now.



A Common Value

Furthermore, our respective spiritual traditions call us to 
turn from our destructive ways and through forgiveness turn from our destructive ways and through forgiveness 
be set free for new beginnings

Islam: “The reward of the evil is the evil thereof, but 
whosoever forgives and makes amends, his reward is 
upon Allah” (Qur'an 42:40)

Christianity: "Be kind and compassionate to one another, 
forgiving each other, just as in Christ God forgave you." forgiving each other, just as in Christ God forgave you." 
(Ephesians 4:32)

Buddhism: "Holding on to anger is like grasping a hot 
coal with the intent of throwing it at someone else; you 
are the one who gets burned." - Buddha



"If we really want to love, we must learn "If we really want to love, we must learn 
how to forgive.“ ---Mother Teresa

“There is no peace without justice, no 
justice without forgiveness” -- Pope John justice without forgiveness” -- Pope John 
Paul II 



Disclaimer

While the Say Sorry Day is inspired by Vui Kong, 
the “Say Sorry Day” initiative is independent from the “Say Sorry Day” initiative is independent from 
the clemency plea for Vui Kong. 

Anyone who wishes to support Vui Kong’s plea for a 
second chance in life, please visit

� http://2ndchance4yong.wordpress.com

� http://www.facebook.com/SaveVuiKong


